








ATTENTION: We hope you are keeping safe and healthy as we all adjust to this unprecedented virus affecting the entire world. We at Page and Eichenblatt remain committed to helping you in every way possible. We plan to maintain our regular business hours through a combination of technology, virtual meetings, telephone conferences, and all other available avenues of communication. We will continue to provide legal services and will remain available for new case consultations. We are here to help. Please contact us by phone at 407-386-1900 to schedule a free case evaluation.
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HELPING INJURED VICTIMS

GET THE JUSTICE THEY DESERVE

FOR OVER 25 YEARS!




WHAT OTHER FIRMS DON’T DO…



	SIT DOWN WITH THE LAWYERS MULTIPLE TIMES DURING YOUR CASE
	UNLIMITED ACCESS & NO FEES
	CELL-PHONE/TEXT ACCESS
	KNOW THE LOCAL JUDGES & INSURANCE COMPANIES
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Orlando Personal Injury Lawyers Winning Compensation For the Injured


Since 1993, the personal injury attorneys at Page & Eichenblatt have helped countless clients recover the compensation they deserve for their injuries. We work tirelessly to help our clients seek justice, spending hours working with medical authorities and accident reconstruction experts to build the strongest possible case for our clients. Recovering compensation in a personal injury claim is not easy, which is why you shouldn’t face this challenge alone.

Turn to the trusted team of attorneys at Page & Eichenblatt for assistance with your personal injury claim. We are the attorneys that victims throughout Central Florida rely on when personal injuries happen. Schedule a free consultation with our team today to learn more about your legal options. Call 407-386-1900 or fill out the form on this website.








Orlando Personal Injury Lawyers Ready To Fight For You
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A personal injury can happen at any time and can affect anyone. These injuries can also be emotionally as well as physically devastating. The only way to know whether you have grounds for a personal injury claim – and whether you can receive monetary compensation – is to consult an experienced Orlando personal injury attorney.

If you have been injured because another person was negligent, call us today at (407) 386-1900. We handle a wide range of personal injury claims, including auto accidents, defective products, medical malpractice, truck accidents, ridesharing accidents, boat accidents, bicycle accidents, dog bites, motorcycle accidents, and more.

We also represent clients who are entitled to workers’ compensation benefits for work-related injuries. Injured workers are supposed to be entitled to workers’ compensation benefits, but their claims can be denied for a number of reasons. The attorneys at Page & Eichenblatt are dedicated to helping the injured victims of workplace accidents prevail with their workers’ comp claims and get the benefits they need.

Our team also represents clients in wrongful death claims. If your loved one was killed due to the negligent acts of another person, we will fight to secure the compensation you deserve for your devastating loss.

These are some of our law firm’s many practice areas. To learn more about our legal services–and how we can help with your claim–schedule a free consultation with Page & Eichenblatt today.

 

















Why Should You Hire A Personal Injury Attorney in Orlando?

Personal injury victims are entitled to compensation, but obtaining this compensation is not as easy as it may seem. That’s why you should seek legal representation from an experienced personal injury attorney at Page & Eichenblatt immediately after sustaining an injury.

The entire legal team at Page & Eichenblatt is committed to reaching the best possible outcome for each and every one of our clients. We will work tirelessly to ensure you are fully compensated for your medical expenses, lost wages, pain and suffering, and more.

When you contact the attorneys at Page & Eichenblatt, your first legal consultation is free with no obligation. Furthermore, you will not pay any legal fees until we successfully recover compensation for your injuries. You won’t be passed off to a legal assistant. Instead, you will work closely with an award-winning personal injury attorney who has recovered compensation for scores of central Florida accident victims.







Why Should Page & Eichenblatt Handle Your Injury Claim?
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We Offer Genuine Hope To The Injured Victims Of Negligence
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How Does A Personal Injury Affect Your Life?

Anyone can suffer a devastating personal injury. You may have to miss work and spend weeks or even months in rehabilitation or therapy. How will you handle your mounting medical expenses, your regular monthly obligations, and take care of your family? If you’re out of work for months or if you’ve been permanently disabled, you will need the maximum available compensation – and a legal team that knows how to win that compensation on your behalf.

Even missing work for just a few days can create a financial hardship for a lot of working people in central Florida. However, there is genuine hope – and effective legal recourse – for injured victims of negligence. A personal injury lawyer at Page & Eichenblatt can review the details of your case, discuss your rights and options, and provide the advice, insights, and aggressive representation that an injured victim of negligence needs to recover compensation.
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Meet Our Team

Serving Orlando For Over 25 years

Our team is led by two of Orlando’s most experienced local lawyers. Attorney Gregory A. Page focuses his practice on helping those injured by the wrongful acts of others, with special emphasis on traumatic brain injuries and child advocacy. Attorney Steven S. Eichenblatt focuses primarily in the field of personal injury, with special interest in traffic accidents, complex tort litigation, workers’ compensation, and medical malpractice.

Family and community are our priorities. Gregory A. Page, a father of three, has volunteered since 1987 as an unpaid advocate for abused and neglected children in courtrooms throughout central Florida. A father of four, Steven S. Eichenblatt has been a longtime advocate for children in the Legal Aid Society.
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Meet Our Team



Serving Orlando For Over 25 years

Our team is headed up by two of Orlando’s most experienced and respected local lawyers. Attorney Gregory A. Page focuses his practice on helping those injured by the wrongful acts of others, with special emphasis on traumatic brain injuries and child advocacy.

Attorney Steven S. Eichenblatt focuses primarily in the field of personal injury, with special interest in traffic accidents, complex tort litigation, workers’ compensation, and medical malpractice.

Family and community are our priorities. Attorney Gregory A. Page, a father of three, has volunteered since 1987 as an unpaid advocate for abused and neglected children in courtrooms throughout central Florida. A father of four, attorney Steven S. Eichenblatt has been a longtime advocate for children in the Legal Aid Society.
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How Are Personal Injury Claims in Orlando Resolved?

If you are an injured victim of negligence, you may be opposed by the highly paid experts and savvy attorneys who work for insurance companies. Page & Eichenblatt will level the playing field for you. If you seek legal representation from Page & Eichenblatt, you can be assured that our attorneys will aggressively protect your rights and work tirelessly to reach the best possible outcome in your case.

Most injury claims are resolved through private settlements that are negotiated outside of the courtroom. But if an insurance company will not make an acceptable offer, we will not hesitate to take your case to trial. If you are injured in central Florida, speak to a lawyer at Page & Eichenblatt as soon as possible.







Here’s How We Assist With Your Injury Claim
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Why Should You Contact A Personal Injury Lawyer?
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When Should You Contact A Personal Injury Lawyer?

If you’re injured by another person’s negligence, contact Page & Eichenblatt as soon as possible. We will launch an immediate investigation to determine exactly what happened, how it happened, and which parties may be liable. We will examine the evidence in the case, interrogate witnesses, and if necessary, retain experts to help. Don’t wait to contact us. Memories fade, and evidence can deteriorate or even disappear. Contact us at once.

In fact, it’s imperative to reach us immediately after seeking medical attention. You will be contacted by an insurance company shortly after the accident, and you need to be able to refer the company to your attorney. Don’t make a statement to an insurance company – or accept any settlement offer – before you’ve discussed your case with an injury attorney.
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CLIENT REVIEWS
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Fantastic service and dealing with Steve and Lynelle was excellent! I’m very happy with outcome of my case and I would highly recommend them to anyone! Thank you so much!... read more  


 vania donov
September 5, 2022 






	 



They absolutely saved me! After my accident I could not get any medical attention, then I got a recommendation to contact Steve Eichenblatt. I was immediately taken care... read more off. Very customer oriented and professional service. Wonderful people. I am highly recommending this Company! - you will be in good hands! Thank you Steve! 


 Concierge
October 5, 2020 






	 



I was involved in an accident and had to, for the first time ever, hire an attorney. Steve and Lynelle were very accommodating of all my questions, concerns and fears.... read more They made the whole experience easy and, painless. In the end , Page and Echenblatt fought hard for my case and were able to win more for my case than originally estimated. It's funny and probably goes without saying that one would hope to never have to hire another injury attorney... but if I had too, there would be no other choice than Page and Eichenblatt! 


 Michael Forrest
November 5, 2021 






	 



Steve and his team are beyond wonderful. I could not be more happy or satisfied more than I already am with my outcome. For over 10 months they made sure... read more I was taken care of, from appointments to therapy and making sure all the legal side was taken care of. Steve is a trained professional in the business for 30 years. I dealt a lot with Lynelle and she is truly so wonderful. Again I am so happy and grateful hiring this team as my lawyers. I would 100% and more recommend hiring this staff if you are in need. You will not be disappointed I promise you. Steve, and your team… thank you so very much I am so grateful God Bless you guys and thank you again!!!!! 


 Jeremy R
September 5, 2022 






	 



Since I was introduced to this company, I was always informed about my case, they are very professional and transparent every step of the way, I could have never been... read more represented better and a pleasure to have them represent my case.🙏🏽 


 donavon nathan
January 5, 2022 






	 



I highly recommend Page & Eichenblatt, P.A.. We give a special sincere thank you to Attorney Steve Eichenblatt for his professionalism, expertise, and his dedication to our case. After many... read more conversations and time line of events we discussed the case and gave him all our information and he took our case and went to work diligently for us. We are truly grateful for his dedication, his compassion to protect us, and his hard work that he and his team performed. We would also like to thank Lynelle, Attorney Steve Eichenblatt assistant who always took our calls and made us feel at ease during this time frame. Again, we highly recommend Attorney Steve Eichenblatt and his law firm team, to anyone who truly needs an honest dedicated, honest, straightforward, and most of all an aggressive professional Attorney that will work hard for you and get you the best outcome. This is the law firm to reach out to. Best of all he won our case and we were released. Thank you Attorney Steve Eichenblatt, we are forever grateful and appreciate your hard work. 


 Loretta Mariani
November 5, 2021 






	 



It was an honor to work with Steve and Gregg. They consistently showed genuine compassion and took the time to get to know us throughout the process of a difficult... read more case. Every step of the way felt personalized to meet our needs and we never had any questions go unanswered. Their communication is incredible and their support staff displayed the same professionalism and kindness as Steve and Gregg. We are thankful for our experience with this firm and would highly recommend to anyone. 


 Vincent Terhune
October 5, 2020 






	 



I would highly recommend Page & Eichenblatt. Steve is an excellent attorney. And he always worked along with my situation very well and got me the compensation I deserved.... read more Lynelle was also great she was always responsive whenever I needed anything and they felt like family. Thank you to them for doing such an awesome job. 


 Roger Hatfield
September 5, 2022 






	 



As usual, Steve and Lynelle were awesome. They stayed in touch throughout. I didn't have to hound them for updates, and all of my questions were answered in... read more a timely fashion. When it came to recovering for my loss, Steve and company were stellar. I tried Morgan and Morgan and they were a train wreck. Unless it's a million dollar case, they don't care. They run you through their system. Not Steve. Steve worked his butt off for me on a claim that was not worth close to millions. If you have a lawsuit and you want great representation, Steve Eichenblatt is the lawyer you want. Thanks for everything, Steve. 


 Russ Emerson
October 5, 2021 






	 



I am an attorney who co-counseled a significant case with Steve Eichenblatt. As a fellow attorney, I can attest to the fact that Steve is very dedicated to his... read more clients and spends the time to understand the legal and factual issues in a case. I look forward to working with Steve on future cases. If you need an attorney Steve will provide top notch legal representation. 


 adam hecht
May 5, 2022 































How to Choose the Right Personal Injury Law Firm

There are many personal injury lawyers in Orlando, but it’s important to take the time to find the right one for your case. Look for an attorney who has experience representing clients in cases that are very similar to yours. If you are a medical malpractice victim, for example, seek representation from an attorney who frequently handles this type of case.

You should also look for an attorney who works one-on-one with clients and is a strong communicator. At Page & Eichenblatt, we strive to make you feel comfortable and at ease. We keep the lines of communication open so that you can always reach us with your personal injury concerns or questions. Our lawyers will clearly explain what to expect, and the entire staff at Page & Eichenblatt is dedicated to helping you win the compensation that you deserve.







We “Go The Extra Mile” For Our Community And Our Clients
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What If Your Injury Is Catastrophic Or Permanent?
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What Is A Catastrophic Injury?

No injury should be taken lightly, but some are more serious than others. The most severe injuries are considered catastrophic injuries. These include but are not limited to brain injuries, spinal cord injuries, burns, amputations, blindness, and damage to the nerves. The financial and physical toll of a catastrophic injury can be enormous. These injuries often require lifelong medical care that can cost millions of dollars over time.

If you’ve been catastrophically injured, you are entitled to complete compensation for your current and future medical expenses, lost income, lost future earning capacity, and more. But fighting for this compensation can be overwhelming for victims who are trying to recover from catastrophic injuries. Plus, these are high-value cases, which typically means they are more complex. For these reasons, it’s best to seek help from the experienced personal injury attorneys at Page & Eichenblatt. Our team has helped scores of injury victims in Central Florida recover the full compensation that they are entitled to by law.
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WORKING AS A GUARDIAN
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BARRISTERS CUP
FOR MAKE-A-WISH FOUNDATION
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FUNDRAISER FOR LEUKEMIA & FIRM FRIEND
GASPARILLA HALF MARATHON
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Put Our Attorneys To Work For You
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Seek Legal Representation From Our Personal Injury Attorneys

We are proud to serve the injured in the greater Orlando area. Our law office is located in the heart of Orlando close to the Orlando Health Medical Center Emergency Room and the Arnold Palmer Hospital, just 11 miles from the Orlando International Airport (MCO). To learn more about what it’s like to work with us, read the Google Plus reviews of Page & Eichenblatt.

If you are an injured victim in central Florida, call Page & Eichenblatt immediately at (407) 386-1900 to schedule a free consultation with an experienced personal injury attorney. There is no obligation. Let us explain your legal options, your right to compensation, and how we can help you.
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OUR ADDRESS
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214 S Lucerne Cir E

Orlando, FL 32801
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(407) 386-1900
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407-386-1901
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seichenblatt@floridalawonline.com
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OPENING HOURS
 	Monday
	8:30-5:00
	Tuesday
	8:30-5:00
	Wednesday
	8:30-5:00
	Thursday
	8:30-5:00
	Friday
	8:30-5:00
	Saturday
	Closed
	Sunday
	Closed
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